10 May 2022

Dear Sir/Madam

Greetings from G. L Bajaj Institute of Technology and Management, greater Noida.

G. L. Bajaj Group of Institutions as one of the fastest growing and quality driven Educational Group in the Mathura/Delhi-NCR Region. The group has 10 institutions in the field of Engineering & Technology, Architecture, Management, Dental Science, Medical Science, Pharmacy, Library Science, Education and Secondary Education. The Group has 12,000 students 800 faculty members. G.L. Bajaj Institute of Technology and Management (GLBITM) Greater Noida is approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, is one of the top ranked institutions under the Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University, Lucknow. The Institute is ranked under 200 in NIRF Ranking in 2021 and all branches of the engineering are accredited by NBA.

In the present scenario, Computational Intelligence (CI) is an emerging technology. Amalgamation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) with emerging Sustainable Engineering Solutions has been realized as a fast growing new approach from research and development to various domains like healthcare, business, education, travel, gaming and entertainment to provide self-sustainable advanced information processing and applications. The ongoing saga of the intelligent computing in fast growing digital revolution, the new mantra - Extend and adapt, has produced ripples of excitement in the industry and academia! Therefore, to contribute in nation building and match the speed of raised Sustainable Engineering Solutions challenges, joint efforts from Industry and Academia are required. In this backdrop, Department of MCA G L Bajaj Institute of Technology and Management, Greater Noida is organizing the International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Sustainable Engineering Solution(CISES-2022), Technically co-Sponsored by IEEE CIS, on May 20-22, 2022.

Our Institute is committed to impart quality education to the youth while equipping them innovative and scientific approach which would enable them to leave their individual mark in the research and corporate world. The objective of the conference is to bringing together innovative scientists, professors, research scholars, Entrepreneurs, Domain experts, Government officials, students and industrial experts in the field of intelligent Computing and innovative sustainable Solution stakeholders under one roof. This conference aimed to take the AI Driven research to the next level with the motive of applying research into the development followed by startups and industry-based applications and sustainable engineering solutions to solve social and global challenge with prospects for national and international collaboration and networking among universities and institutions. This kind of initiative require collaboration with Industry with significant technical contribution and funding.

Being a non-profit governmental organization, the Institute needs patronage and support from industry and institutions for organizing an academic event of this stature. We take this opportunity to request you to extend your valuable support through sponsorship for successfully organizing the Conference. Your kind Cooperation and active participation will give an opportunity to nurture the talent pool and spur a collaborative atmosphere necessary for progress.

Thanking You

Prof. (Dr.) Madhu Sharma Gaur,
Conference Convener & Head MCA
G.L. Bajaj Institute of Technology and Management
Conference details https://cis.ieee.org/conferences/conference-calendar, Conference Website: https://www.glbitm.org/cises2022/#cp